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While we all debate what critical race theory is and whether lawmakers should ban it from public schools, every honest person should agree on one thing: This theory is behind the curricula in school ...
Yes, critical race theory is being taught in public schools
A leader in the Virginia Parent Teacher Association who resigned after saying "let them die" during a speech attended by counter-protesters opposed to critical race theory ... for the purpose of ...
PTA official who resigned after 'let them die' comment says not aimed at critical race theory protesters
If we can't have the conversation, we can't make the changes. That's the purpose: to shut it all down." Critics, however, say that while educators might not call it "critical race theory," that ...
How will critical race theory arguments affect the next school year in Ohio?
Loki director Kate Herron has explained why those "King Loki" scenes didn't make it into the final cut of the Disney+ series, debunking a major fan theory in the process. Find more details right ...
LOKI Director Kate Herron Explains Missing "King Loki" Scenes And Debunks A Major Fan Theory
Some NC school boards are encouraging people to report teachers who they believe are using Critical Race Theory.
Some NC school boards pass anti-Critical Race Theory policies ¦ Charlotte Observer
Some NC school boards are encouraging people to report teachers who they believe are using Critical Race Theory.
Will NC schools banning Critical Race Theory lead to witch hunts of teachers?
In a recent article on the Mises Institute s Power and Market blog, Kyle Ward appealed to the subjective theory of value to castigate Peter Schiff for his notorious skepticism of bitcoin: Schiff is ...
The Subjective Theory of Bitcoin
critical theory [ Uninformed frenzy over critical race theory is all politics,

July 9]. At best this assertion is naive. An application of CRT, the Black Lives Matter narrative of systemic racism and ...

Letter: Kennedy s analysis of critical race theory is inadequate
I ve been trying to a get a handle on what s got people so upset about critical race theory. This is the proposed ... idea going around that the whole purpose is to make white people feel ...
Ross: Is it the guilt that has people upset about critical race theory?
The Senate will also consider prohibiting schools from promoting concepts that Senate leader Phil Berger says are related to Critical Race Theory.
In latest Critical Race Theory backlash, NC Senate may vote on affirmative action ban
We differ in our views on critical race theory. But we agree that the current attempts to ban it from K-12 education are misguided and dangerous.
We Disagree on a Lot of Things. Except the Danger of Anti-Critical Race Theory Laws.
As conflict over the teaching of systematic racism in schools erupts nationwide, Connecticut

s state education department and top public education associations pledged Wednesday to continue diversity, ...

Connecticut educators defend diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives being attacked as critical race theory by conservative groups
While criticisms of CRT are loudest in states with conservative legislatures, the conflict has made its way to New York City.
Critical race theory debate hits New York City public schools
What if who's running the TVA isn't Loki or Kang the Conqueror? One fan thinks it'll be a character unseen in the MCU for years.
Loki Fan Theory Says the TVA Is Run by an Old MCU Character, Not Loki or Kang
From now on, teachers may not define U.S. history as something other than the creation of a new nation based largely on universal principles stated in the Declaration of Independence.

One concept, ...

Why Is the Country Panicking About Critical Race Theory?
Was Sylvie arrested before her Nexus event could occur in 'Loki'? One fan thinks as much. Read the full theory about the character here.
Loki : What Was Sylvie s Nexus Event? Fan Theory Says the TVA Arrested Her Preemptively
The Senate will also consider prohibiting schools from promoting concepts that Senate leader Phil Berger says are related to Critical Race Theory.
Phil Berger: Ban NC affirmative action, critical race theory ¦ Charlotte Observer
A small school district has become the first in California to enforce mandatory ethnic studies

lessons based on critical race theory ̶ setting aside $40 million to implement it.

California school districts approves $40M mandatory ethnic studies course based on critical race theory
A second bill targeting how theories on race and bias are taught has been pre-filed in the Alabama House, this one applying to education institutions and the training ...
Second bill targeting critical race theory filed for 22 legislative session
As a child, as a Jewish child growing up in Mountain Brook, in the second grade when a girl told me she could not play with me because I killed Jesus,

Goldstein said.
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